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Abstract
Bacteriophages are central members and potential modulators of the gut microbiome; however, the ecological and
evolutionary relationships of gut bacteria and phages are poorly understood. Here we investigated the abundance and
diversity of lysogenic bacteria (lysogens) in the bacterial community of C57BL/6J mice by detecting integrated prophages in
genomes reconstructed from the metagenome of commensal bacteria. For the activities of lysogens and prophages, we
compared the prophage genomes with the metagenome of free phages. The majority of commensal bacteria in different taxa
were identified as lysogens. More lysogens were found among Firmicutes and Proteobacteria, than among Bacteroidetes
and Actinobacteria. The prophage genomes shared high sequence similarity with the metagenome of free phages, indicating
that most lysogens appeared to be active, and that prophages are spontaneously induced as active phages; dietary
interventions changed the composition of the induced prophages. By contrast, CRISPR-Cas systems were present in few
commensal bacteria, and were rarely active against gut phages. The structure of the bacteria-phage infection networks was
“nested-modular”, with modularity emerging across taxonomic scales, indicating that temperate phage features have
developed over a long phylogenetic timescale. We concluded that phage generalists contribute to the prevalence of lysogeny
in the gut ecosystem.

Introduction

The gut microbiota is recognized as a hidden modifier of
host physiology and metabolism [1]. Although the
microbiome-mediated host phenotypes are attributed to the
interplay between different types of microorganisms [2, 3],
most microbiome studies have focused on bacteria. Viruses
are central members of the gut microbiota; most of them are
bacterial viruses (bacteriophages or phages) [1]. The bac-
teriophage community fraction constitutes up to 17% of the
human fecal metagenome [4], and bacteriophages are as
numerous as commensal bacteria [5]. Metagenomic studies

revealed that temperate bacteriophages are dominant and
adaptive members of the human and murine gut viromes [6,
7], and alterations in their composition are associated with
microbiome-associated diseases [8–11], giving rise to
potential implications of gut bacteriophages in the host
health and disease. Thus, it is expected that the temperate
behavior of bacteriophages significantly affects the com-
position and function of the gut microbiome; to verify this,
we first need to assess the extent of lysogeny, and determine
how bacteria and phages interact in the gut ecosystem.

Bacteria–phage interactions are central to the bacterial
physiology and metabolism, promoting genetic diversity
and evolution of bacterial communities [12]. Bacter-
iophages destroy the host cells by lysis, transfer genes
between hosts, and modify host phenotypes through lyso-
genic conversion. Temperate phages have been much less
studied than lytic phages because of the different outcomes
of the infection modes [13]. E.g., the outcome of lytic
infections is virion progeny and lysed host cells, while the
lysogenic infections leads to no apparent cellular changes in
microbial communities. Lysogeny is estimated by counting
the virions and lysogenic cells after prophage induction by
mitomycin C treatment [14, 15]; however, this method is
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limited to cultivable bacteria, and has low accuracy because
of an unsuccessful induction of prophages [16, 17]. Hence,
the identification and quantification of lysogenic bacteria
(lysogens) in environmental communities remains challen-
ging [13]. The recovery of genomes from metagenomic data
is an emerging technique that produces dozens to hundreds
of draft-quality genomes from heterogeneous metagenomic
sequences [18], and that enables not only the linking of
functional and taxonomic data for inherent microbes [19,
20], but allowing the assembly of in situ genomes of
uncultured microbial lineages [21, 22]. Since temperate
phages are part of the host genome, the in situ recovery of
the individual genomes of resident bacteria from metage-
nomic data provides an opportunity for studying lysogeny
in natural communities, including the gut microbiome.

In the current study, we examined the abundance and
diversity of commensal lysogens and their prophages in the
gut bacterial and phage communities. We classified lyso-
gens based on prophage detection in bacterial genomes
reconstructed from the fecal bacterial metagenome, and
evaluated the predominance of commensal lysogens in situ
in a bacterial community. We used specific pathogen-free
C57BL/6 mice maintained on sterilized water and animal
diets to minimize exogenous contamination of resident
microbial communities. We obtained two genomic sets of
the gut phage community: a set of latent phages, integrated
in host bacterial genomes (integrated prophages); and a set
of active phages, existing freely outside the host bacteria
(free phages). We established lysogen fractions of the
bacterial metagenome, and identified active lysogens and
prophages by performing sequence comparisons of the free
and integrated phage datasets. We exploited the phage-
prophage connections to predict bacteria-phage infection
patterns in the predominantly lysogenized gut ecosystem.
We believe that the current study elucidates the ecology and
evolution of bacteria and phages in the gut ecosystem in
relation to host health, and presents an alternative tool for
the study of environmental lysogeny.

Materials and Methods

Animal experiment

Animal experiments were approved by the Institutional
Animal Care and Use Committee of Kyung Hee University
(KHPASP(SE)-16-133). Specific-pathogen free C57BL/6J
male mice at 4-week of age (n= 6, Japan SLC, Japan) were
maintained in ventilated plastic isolators (25 ± 1 °C tem-
perature, 48± 6% relative humidity and a 14-h light/10-h
dark cycle), and received sterilized food and water (pH
7.75) ad libitum. Since diet is a strong driving force of the
gut bacterial and phage communities [23, 24], C57BL/6

mice were subjected to consecutive dietary shifts (Supple-
mentary Figure S1a). The mice were fed a low-fat diet
(LFD, TD06416, Harlan Laboratories, USA) first for
3 weeks, after which they were separated into two groups
(n= 3 per group); one group (FORTH) received a high-fat,
high-sucrose diet (HFHS, TD06415, Harlan Laboratories)
for 3 weeks and the other group (BACK) received a low-fat,
high-plant-polysaccharide diet (LFPP, 2918C, Harlan
Laboratories) for 3 weeks. Diet was switched again to either
the LFPP or HFHS diet for another 3 weeks. Last, diet was
returned to the LFD diet for 3 weeks. Approximately 0.5 g
feces per individual were collected in the third week of each
phase, and were stored immediately at –80 °C.

DNA extraction and whole-genome shotgun
sequencing

The fecal sample was suspended in a 0.02-μm filtered saline
magnesium buffer [25]. The suspension was divided into
pellet and supernatant by centrifugation at 2500× g for 5
min at 4 °C. This step was repeated four times, and then the
sample was centrifuged again at 5000× g for 10 min at 4 °C
to obtain complete separation (Supplementary Figure S1b).
The pellet was used for DNA extraction of bacterial meta-
genome as described by Zoetendal et al. [26]. The super-
natant was used for virus-like particle purification
(modification: 0.45-μm filtration) and DNA extraction of
viral metagenome, as described previously [27]. Bacterial
contamination of viral DNAs was evaluated by quantitative
PCR with bacterial 16S rRNA gene-specific primers using
iQ SYBR Green Supermix (Bio-Rad, USA). The viral
DNAs were amplified using the Illustra Genomiphi V2
DNA Amplification Kit (GE Healthcare, USA), according
to the manufacturer’s instructions. The bacterial and viral
DNAs were sequenced on an Illumina
HiSeq4000 sequencer (2× 101 bp), according to manu-
facturer’s instructions (Illumina, USA). The accession
number of European Nucleotide Archive for the bacterial
and phage metagenomes is PRJEB22007.

De novo assembly, binning and refinement of
bacterial metagenome

Raw reads were quality-filtered, and high-quality reads with
a mean (±SD) of 4.0± 0.5 Gb per bacterial metagenome (n
= 24) were retained (Supplementary Table S1 and Fig-
ure S1b). The paired-end reads were co-assembled using
IDBA-UD [28], and were binned to 482 draft-quality gen-
omes (bacterial bins) based on tetranucleotide frequency
and read abundance using MetaBAT [29]. The bacterial
bins were refined using “merge”, “outliers” and “modify”
commands of CheckM [30], resulting in 456 bins (Sup-
plementary Table S1 and Figure S2a). The refined bins were
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re-assembled to scaffolds with the reads extracted from a
single sample whose reads were mapped the most to the
refined bins. Putative completeness and contamination of
bacterial bins were estimated using the lineage-specific
single-copy-gene workflow of CheckM. The bacterial bins
that were <30% completed and >10% contaminated were
filtered out; consequently, 181 bacterial bins were obtained
(Supplementary Figure S2a and Table S2). The detailed
procedures for de novo assembly, binning, refinement and

taxonomic identification are described in Supplementary
Materials and Methods.

Detection of putative prophages and metagenome
assembly of free phages

Prophage sequences were predicted in the scaffolds (>1 kb)
of bacterial bins using VirSorter [31]. To minimize a risk of
false-positives, we only retained viral predictions presenting
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Fig. 1 The distribution and abundance of commensal lysogens in the
gut bacterial community. a The phylogenetic tree of 181 bacterial bins
that were generated based on 43 conserved marker genes, and desig-
nated at the class taxon level by different colors. b The percentage and

c abundance of lysogenic bins (n= 24) per genome completeness
(>30 and >70%) and size (>1 and>2Mb). d Bacterial taxonomic
profiles of lysogenic and non-lysogenic bins (n= 24) shown at the
class-level. All data are presented as the mean± SEM
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at least one viral hallmark gene, or enrichment in viral-like
genes or non-Caudovirales genes (category 1 and 2 in
entirely viral; category 4 and 5 in prophages). Raw reads of
the phage metagenome (n= 24) were quality-filtered to get
high-quality, paired-end reads as described in the bacterial
metagenome. Using IDBA-UD, high-quality reads with a
mean (±SD) of 0.7± 0.2 Gb were assembled separately into
443± 517 contigs (>1 kb) encoding 2625± 2349 genes per
sample (Supplementary Table S1).

Protein and viral clusters

We collected the following two references: 4485 RefSeq
DNA viral genomes (RefSeq_viral); and 12,498 prophage
genomes from 5492 RefSeq microbial genomes (RefSeq_-
proph) [32]. The proteins of the phage metagenome, the
prophage genomes and two references were clustered at a
minimum of 60% sequence identity and 80% alignment
[33]. Viral clusters were created using a shared gene
content-based network analysis [34], which generates
approximate genus-level viral populations. This analysis
was started using 1361 and 287 non-redundant, long contigs
(≥3 kb) of the phage metagenome and the prophage gen-
omes, respectively. Protein sequence similarities were cal-
culated based on reciprocal BLAST hits, and protein
clusters were defined using the Markov Clustering algo-
rithm. The protein clusters were used for gene content-
based viral clusters using vConTACT [34]. The detailed
procedures for protein and viral clusters are described
in Supplementary Materials and Methods.

CRISPR-Cas array identification

The CRISPR arrays of bacterial bins were predicted using
PILER-CR [35]. Spacers were compared with the contigs of
the phage metagenome using CRISPRTarget parameters
[36]. Complete or nearly-complete matches (at most two
mismatches) over the whole length of the spacers were
selected for accurate matches to protospacers [37].

Viral tRNA identification

The sequences of tRNA genes were identified in the contigs
of the phage metagenome using ARAGON [38]. The tRNA
sequences were compared against the scaffolds of bacterial
bins, and perfect matches were considered significant using
BLASTn analysis.

Bacteria-phage infection network analysis

The nestedness temperature calculator (NTC) [39] was used
for nestedness using FALCON [40], and the Bipartite,
Recursively Induced Modules (BRIM) method [41] was

used for modularity using “lpbrim” in R package (https://
github.com/biometry/bipartite). The detailed procedure for
the network analysis is described in Supplementary Mate-
rials and Methods.

Statistical analysis

A P-value of 0.05 was considered significant. Using Prism 5
for Windows (GraphPad Software, USA), differences in the
abundance of bacterial bins were determined using unpaired
two-tailed Student’s t-tests. Correlation analyses of the
genome completeness and size of bacterial bins with lyso-
gen percentage and abundance were calculated using
Spearman’s rank correlation. Using R package “vegan”, the
principal coordinate analysis (PCoA) of active prophages
was performed with Jaccard dissimilarity, and the PCoA of
lysogens and non-lysogens was performed with Bray-Curtis
dissimilarity. Statistical significance of beta-diversity was
assessed using function “adonis” with 999 permutations.
Comparisons in Jaccard dissimilarities were defined using
One-way ANOVA and Tukey’s post-hoc test.

Results

The recovery of bacterial genomes from
metagenomic data

Using metagenome assembly and binning processes, a
bacterial community set was obtained, comprising 181
bacterial bins (>30% genome completeness and <10%
contamination) of commensal bacteria (Fig. 1a). A mean
(±SD) of 37.9± 7.9% reads per sample were mapped to
181 bacterial bins. According to the phylogenetic analysis
of the conserved marker genes [30], the bacterial bins were
assigned to the phyla Firmicutes (133 bins), Bacteroidetes
(36 bins), Actinobacteria (4 bins), Proteobacteria (4 bins),
Tenericutes (1 bin), Deferribacteres (1 bin), Verrucomi-
crobia (1 bin) and unknown (1 bin) (Fig. 1a). The bacterial
bins of the Firmicutes and Bacteroidetes phyla were
dominant, followed by Actinobacteria, Deferribacteres,
Tenericutes, Proteobacteria and Verrucomicrobia (Sup-
plementary Figure S2b). Since many gut bacteria are cur-
rently not cultivable [42], 91 bacterial bins were
taxonomically distant from known cultured genera, with the
bacterial bins distributed over 34 known genera (Supple-
mentary Figure S2c). Of these, 14 and 12 genera repre-
sented the top 20 core genera of the mouse and human gut
microbiomes, respectively [42]. Nine bins were closely
related to three species of the altered Schaedler flora [43],
and 10 bins were closely related to Lachnospiraceae bac-
teria isolated from murine cecal contents [44]. Altogether, a
community of 181 bacterial bins representing the dominant
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commensal gut bacteria was captured by genome recon-
struction from metagenomic data.

The predominance of commensal lysogens

Since nucleotide composition of the viral genome is
polarized toward the host genome during co-evolution [45],
we anticipated that prophage elements would be included in
181 bacterial bins. The prophage sequences were compu-
tationally predicted based on the presence of viral “hall-
mark” genes [31]. In total, 336 genomic fragments (12,914
± 12,460 bp, mean ± SD) of putative prophages were pre-
dicted for 119 bacterial bins (65.8%); these were regarded
as lysogenic bins (Fig. 1b). The abundance of lysogenic
bins (53.6 ± 2.4%) was higher than that of non-lysogenic
bins (46.4 ± 2.4%) (Fig. 1c). This number increased to
76.3% in bacterial bins with >70% completeness, and
78.6% in bacterial bins with >2Mb genome size in the
percentage of lysogenic bins (Fig. 1b), and it increased to a
mean of 76.9± 1.4% in bacterial bins with>70% com-
pleteness and 72.9± 2.5% in bacterial bins with >2Mb
genome size in the abundance of lysogenic bins (Fig. 1c).
The observed proportion of lysogens is much larger than

that in the publicly available bacterial genomes, where half
of the genomes (46–54%) are lysogens [46], suggesting that
prophages are widely distributed in commensal bacteria.
The percentage and abundance of lysogenic bins were
positively correlated with genome completeness and size (P
< 0.01) (Supplementary Figure S3), indicating that the
dataset provided a minimal estimation of the actual number
of lysogens in commensal bacteria.

We examined the fitness consequences of commensal
lysogens by comparing the mean abundance of individual
bins in lysogens and non-lysogens because the carriage of
temperate phages can be costly for their host [47]. The mean
abundance of total bins was significantly lower in lysogenic
than in non-lysogenic bins, but the difference disappeared
or was reversed for bacterial bins with >70% completeness
and with >2Mb genome size, although lysogen proportion
was increased (Supplementary Figure S4a). This was ver-
ified in Firmicutes and Bacteroidetes where a sufficient
number of bacterial bins were available, but no differences
were observed between the lysogenic and non-lysogenic
bins (Supplementary Figure S4b), showing that lysogeny
might result in no detectable fitness cost for the bacterial
host in the gut.

Fig. 2 The taxonomic distribution of commensal lysogens. a The
percentage and b abundance of lysogenic bins (n= 24) shown by
phylum-level bacterial taxa according to genome completeness (>30

and >70%) and size (>1 and >2Mb). The number of bacterial bins per
bacterial phylum is indicated in parentheses. All data are presented as
the mean± SEM
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Taxonomic preference and dietary response of the
commensal lysogens

While the lysogenic bins were widely distributed over all
the observed bacterial taxa, the non-lysogenic bins were
limited to a few bacterial taxa (Fig. 1d). To determine the
bacterial taxa that were preferentially lysogenized, we

examined the distribution of lysogenic bins in different
bacterial phyla. The lysogenic bins were distributed in all
bacterial phyla, but were fewer in Bacteroidetes
(18.2–25.8%) and Actinobacteria (25.0%) than in Firmi-
cutes (77.4–87.7%) and Proteobacteria (100%) (Fig. 2a).
The same patterns were observed for the abundance of the
lysogenic bins; the lysogenic bins were more abundant in
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Fig. 3 High sequence similarities between the integrated prophages
and the free phages. a The overall percentage of phage metagenome
annotations in the reference databases shown for protein clusters (n=
24), viral contigs (n= 24) and viral clusters. b The percentage of
“known” phage metagenome annotated to three reference databases
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protein clusters, viral contigs and viral clusters. c The annotation
efficiency of the phage metagenome to three reference databases
shown for protein clusters, viral contigs and viral clusters. All data are
presented as the mean± SEM
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Firmicutes (74.1 ± 1.9–87.4± 1.0%) and Proteobacteria
(100%) than in Bacteroidetes (19.4 ± 2.0–25.5± 2.9%) and
Actinobacteria (29.1 ± 4.0–33.1± 4.5%) (Fig. 2b). At
genus-level, the lysogenic bins were found in all of the
detected bacterial genera, except for Alistipes, Bifido-
bacterium, and Lachnospiraceae bacterium M18-1 (Sup-
plementary Figure S5). Since the activities of temperate
phages in the gut-associated Bifidobacterium have been
extensively studied [48], it needs to be further assessed with
a sufficient number of bacterial bins. However, lysogenic
bins were less frequent in all Bacteroidetes genera,
including Alistipes (Supplementary Table S2). Altogether,
these results suggest that lysogeny may be favorable in
particular bacterial taxa, which occurs within genus- or at a
lower level.

We next determined dietary variations in the abundance
of the lysogenic and non-lysogenic bins. According to the

results of Bray-Curtis dissimilarity-based PCoA, abundance
of lysogenic and non-lysogenic bins was affected by diet
type (P= 0.001). Changes in abundance were associated
more with the LFPP diet than with the LFD or the HFHS
diets (Supplementary Figure S6a and b). Similar to a pre-
vious study [23], the HFHS diet increased the abundance of
Firmicutes (Clostridia and Bacilli), while the LFPP diet
increased that of Bacteroidetes (Supplementary Figure S6c,
d and e). Interestingly, the lysogenic bins were more
abundant in mice fed the HFHS diet, whereas non-lysogenic
bins were more abundant in mice fed the LFPP diet (Sup-
plementary Figure S6a and b). The type of diet made a
larger contribution to variations in lysogenic bins of Clos-
tridia than to changes in non-lysogenic bins (Supplemen-
tary Figure S6c), whereas the type of diet made a similar
contribution to variations in both lysogenic and non-
lysogenic bins in Bacilli and Bacteroidetes

Fig. 4 Prophages are spontaneously induced in active commensal
lysogens. a The percentage of induced prophages and active lysogenic
bins estimated by mapping phage metagenomic reads to the prophage
sequences. b The taxonomic profiles of lysogenic and active lysogenic
bins compared at the phylum level (n= 24). The composition of
induced prophages for different diets determined using c the Jaccard

dissimilarity-based PCoA (Adonis; FORTH, P= 0.001; BACK, P=
0.057) and d Jaccard distance comparisons (one-way ANOVA;
FORTH, P< 0.001; BACK, P= 0.006). All data are presented as the
mean± SEM. LFD low-fat diet, HFHS high-fat, high-sucrose diet, and
LFPP low-fat, high-plant-polysaccharide diet
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(Supplementary Figure S6d and e). These data suggested
that gut lysogeny may occur differently in response to dif-
ferent diets in the commensal bacteria of diverse bacterial
taxa.

The prophages induced from commensal lysogens
form a subset of the phage community

We compared the prophage genomes of the commensal
lysogens with the metagenome of free phages to estimate
the proportion of prophages in the active phage assemblage.
The proteins encoded by the phage metagenome were first
clustered using sequence similarity-based comparisons [33];
this resulted in 2348± 2106 protein clusters with 455±
1411 singletons. The representative sequences were then
compared with protein sequences from the prophage gen-
omes and two reference data sets (Refseq_viral and
RefSeq_proph). Most protein clusters (89.7 ± 4.3%) shared

no significant similarity with the proteins from the three
databases (Fig. 3a). The annotated protein clusters were
assigned to Refseq_proph (55.2 ± 2.6%), the integrated
prophages (51.1 ± 3.0%) and Refseq_viral (12.9 ± 1.8%)
(Fig. 3b). Then, the viral contigs were classified as “known”
if they encoded at least one annotated protein cluster. A
large number of viral contigs (76.7 ± 9.2%) encoded no
proteins in the three databases (Fig. 3a). The identified
contigs were annotated to Refseq_proph (72.4 ± 2.3%), the
integrated prophages (52.6 ± 2.5%) and Refseq_viral (18.5
± 1.5%) (Fig. 3b). These data indicated that the genetic
content of the gut phage community is dominated by
prophage-associated genes largely uncharacterized.

Next, viral clusters were created using a shared gene
content-based network analysis [34], resulting in 184 viral
clusters with 589 singletons (Supplementary Table S3).
From these, 98 viral clusters had no connection to any
genomes in the three databases (Fig. 3a), suggesting that a

Fig. 5 The network visualization of viral clusters comprising genomic sequences of the free phages and the integrated prophages. The nodes for
different bacterial bins are designated by different colors
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large fraction of the gut phage populations remains unex-
plored. The 86 known viral clusters were grouped with
phage genomes from Refseq_proph (72 clusters), the inte-
grated prophages (34 clusters) and Refseq_viral (37 clus-
ters) (Fig. 3b). However, the databases were highly biased
toward Refseq_viral and Refseq_proph with respect to the
number of genomes. Indeed, the annotation efficiency (%
ratio of the number of sequences homologous with the
sequences of free phages to the total number of reference
sequences) of the prophage genomes was at least 14-fold
higher than that of the Refseq_viral and Refseq_proph
(Fig. 3c), speculating that the prophages of diverse com-
mensal bacteria induced in situ may contribute in large part
to the gut phage community.

To verify this, we aligned the metagenomic reads of free
phages with the prophage fragments (BLASTn, >95%

identity and>90% alignment), regarding prophages as
induced and bacterial bins as active, if they aligned.
Consequently, 234 prophages (69.6%, 38,856 ± 13,121
reads per phage metagenome) of 99 lysogenic bins (83.2%)
were active (Fig. 4a), and these active prophages were
distributed in all taxa of the commensal lysogens,
except Verrucomicrobia (Fig. 4b). They were not quanti-
tatively evaluated because of the amplification bias toward
single-stranded DNA viruses [49, 50]. The network plot of
viral clusters also provided a community-wide overview of
phage-prophage connections (Fig. 5). These connections
were not restricted to a certain viral cluster or bacterial
taxon, and were rarely observed across a class or higher
level of bacterial classification, indicating that lysogeny
occurs under the tight constraints of bacteria-phage speci-
ficity. Interestingly, the composition of the active prophages
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was affected by diet type, as shown for the bacterial hosts.
According to the Jaccard dissimilarity-based PCoA, the
composition of the active prophages was different among
the three types of diet (P= 0.001 in FORTH, and P= 0.057
in BACK) (Fig. 4c); notably, these differences were more
pronounced for the LFPP diet than for the LFD and HFHS
diets (P < 0.01) (Fig. 4d). Of the active prophages, 37
prophages of 27 lysogenic bins were constantly detected
regardless of diet type. Taken together, these data suggested
that the majority of the prophages in the commensal lyso-
gens are active prophages, not defective or cryptic pro-
phages, and prophage induction from the commensal
lysogens in diverse bacterial taxa is spontaneous and
responsive to diet.

The taxonomic diversity of free phages and
integrated prophages

Overall, 113 clusters (61.4%) of the free phages and 46
clusters (65.9%) of the integrated prophages remained
unassigned at the family or lower level (Supplementary
Figure S7a). In the free phages, the families Siphoviridae
(42.7%) and Myoviridae (40.4%), contributing to the tem-
poral stability of the communities [51], were abundant,
whereas Podoviridae (9.2%) and Microviridae (3.9%),
responsible for genetic variation of the communities [51],
were not much (Supplementary Figure S7b). In the inte-
grated prophages, Siphoviridae (42.7%) and Myoviridae
(40.4%) were dominant in different bacterial taxa, while
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Podoviridae were detected only in Proteobacteria (Sup-
plementary Figure S7c). Beyond the family level, 18 phage
genera were detected (Supplementary Figure S7d). Most of
these were reported in the human gut metagenome [52], but
we identified 10 additional taxa that had not been previously
reported. Phi29virus was only found in the free phages,
while Lambdavirus was found only in the integrated pro-
phages. Muvirus, thought to be a spontaneously induced
phage [53], was consistently detected in the free phages and
integrated prophages [52]. These data indicated that the gut
phage community comprises phage taxa known to have a
temperate life cycle, many of which are novel.

The associations between CRISPR-Cas immune
systems and lysogeny

The CRISPR-Cas prokaryotic immune system records the
sequence information of virulent phages that had previously
infected the cell, in a genomic array [54]. To analyze the
association between lysogeny and CRISPR-Cas systems,
we searched for CRISPR arrays in bacterial bins using
CRISPR repeat identification (Supplementary Table S4). In
contrast to the prophage distribution, CRISPR arrays were
present in only 45 bacterial bins (24.9%) (Fig. 6a), which is
approximately half as many than what has been reported for
the publicly available bacterial genomes (47%) [46]. We
next explored the active CRISPR arrays, by searching for
protospacer sequences in the phage metagenome; we found
that only 6.5% of all spacers (60/920 spacers) in 11 bacterial
bins showed exact matches to viral sequences (Fig. 6b),
implying that the gut phages had not been subjected to the
CRISPR-Cas systems of commensal bacteria. Although the
presence of CRISPR arrays or prophages was not associated
with the number of prophage fragments or CRISPR spacers,
respectively (Fig. 6c), a negative correlation between the
number of CRISPR spacers and prophage fragments were
apparent (P= 0.030) (Fig. 6d). This was in agreement with
the tendency of lysogens to have few spacers in CRISPR
arrays, with the non-lysogens more likely to have many
spacers in CRISPR arrays [46]. Altogether, the contrasting
distribution of prophages and CRISPR-Cas systems enabled
us to hypothesize that symbiotic relationships exist between
commensal bacteria and phages.

The “nested-modular” bacteria-phage infection
networks

The pattern of bacteria-phage infection networks can be
predictive of their underlying ecological and evolutionary
processes [55]. The phage-prophage connections of the viral
clusters allowed us to define bacteria-phage infections,
resulting in the host assignment for 34 viral clusters. A
search for viral transfer RNA genes of the phage

metagenome originating from their hosts [56], resulted in
the host assignment for 10 viral clusters and five singletons
(Supplementary Table S5). The addition of protospacer-
spacer pairs resulted in the host assignment for eight viral
clusters and two singletons. Using a binary adjacency
matrix composed of 50 columns for viral clusters and 98
rows for bacterial bins, we examined the nestedness and
modularity of the bacteria-phage infection networks. These
network analyses revealed the nestedness (NNTC= 0.97) and
modularity (Q= 0.66) of the patterns of bacteria-phage
infections (Fig. 7a, b). The “nested-modular” infection pat-
terns were similar to the antagonistic co-evolution patterns
of bacteria and phages [55], such that phages have evolved
from specialists to generalists, whose interactions diversi-
fied into multi-scale structures under modular constraints.
The local modules exhibited viral cluster-centric nested
structures (Supplementary Figure S8a), indicating that few
generalist phages interact with a broad range of bacterial
hosts. Indeed, notably, many viral clusters were linked to
multiple hosts from different phyla (VC3), classes (VC20
and 27), families (13 VCs) and genera (6 VCs) (Supple-
mentary Figure S8b). This trend is congruent with results of
global virome [57] and transduction [58] studies. Thus, the
“nested-modular” infection patterns reflect the notion that
gut phages readily interact with commensal bacteria that
share similar genetic modules outlined by allelic variation;
most of those interactions result in lysogeny.

Discussion

The current study was designed to measure active com-
mensal lysogens and prophages in the gut bacterial and
phage metagenomes using genome-resolved metagenomic
analyses. By capturing prophage genomes from the recon-
structed genomes of bacterial species from the metagenomic
data, we found that the majority of commensal bacteria in a
variety of bacterial taxa are lysogens. By comparing two
metagenome datasets of integrated prophages and free
phages, we determined the lysogen activity and prophage
induction in the gut environment, providing evidence that
commensal bacteria may serve as a genetic reservoir of the
gut phage community. The prophages of active lysogens
were induced differently in response to different diets,
suggesting that diet might be a potential regulator of lytic-
lysogenic switches in the commensal lysogens. Further,
these prophage-mediated bacteria-phage connections
enabled the disentanglement of ecological and evolutionary
relationships of the symbiotic interactions that develop in
the gut ecosystem using infection network analysis,
revealing “nested-modular” evolutionary structures in lyso-
genic infections similar to the antagonistic interactions of
marine bacteria and phages [59].
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The “nested-modular” structure of bacteria-phage infec-
tions implies that temperate phages have evolved from
specialists to generalists via module-based evolution at
multiple levels in the gut. Notably, the observation that
many of the generalist phages infect multiple hosts repre-
senting various taxonomic backgrounds implies that gut-
associated lysogenic interactions have evolved over the
phylogenetic time of commensal bacteria. This long-term
co-evolution may have induced phage-mediated gene
transfers among commensal bacteria, resulting in taxonomic
heterogeneity of the gut bacteria, particularly in the Clos-
tridia class. This is corroborated by the low distribution and
activity of CRISPR-Cas systems of commensal bacteria.
Experimentally, using a gnotobiotic mouse model, fecal
bacterial isolates were shown to have low susceptibility to
fecal phage infections in vivo [60]. In this context, module-
based generalist temperate phages most likely represent
keystone phages in the assembly and functions of the gut
phage community, which is consistent with the results of a
study of the core bacteriophage groups in the healthy gut
microbiome [61, 62].

The high distribution of active lysogens and prophages
predicts widespread lysogenic infections which regulate
host gene expression by disrupting functional and reg-
ulatory genes through phage integration and excision [63].
The inverse distribution of prophages and CRISPR-Cas
systems suggests that commensal lysogens exhibit
prophage-mediated resistance to superinfection by related
phages [64]. No differences in the abundance of lysogenic
and non-lysogenic bins indicate that the fitness energy costs
of lysogeny would be insignificant in the rich-nutrient
environment of the gut [65], thereby promoting the spread
of lysogeny among commensal bacteria. In addition, the
observed active prophages whose induction was indepen-
dent of diet type indicated spontaneous prophage induction
[53], enhancing competitive fitness by eliminating compe-
titor bacterial strains [66]. This also promotes the spread of
phages over the surrounding, resulting in an increase of
lysogens by lysogenic conversion [53]. Widespread lyso-
geny contributes to the phage-mediated immunity predicted
to occur on the surface of and inside the mucosal layer [67,
68]. In this regard, viral dysbiosis observed in colitis [9, 10],
diet-induced obesity [8] and Clostridium difficile infection
[69] may be consequences of abnormal signaling in the
phage-mediated immunity because these diseases are asso-
ciated with defects in the mucus layer [70–72].

Intriguingly, a large fraction of the commensal lysogens
was identified in Firmicutes and Proteobacteria, compared
to Bacteroidetes and Actinobacteria. According to the
Piggyback-the-Winner model [73], lysogeny is favored in
rapidly growing and dense communities. This was sup-
ported by a large-scale genome study reporting that mini-
mum doubling time is a biological trait that is highly

correlated with prophage prevalence [46]. The Firmicutes,
particularly Clostrdia, constitute a more active, fast-
growing population of the gut microbiota than Bacter-
oidetes in response to dietary and antibiotics interventions
[23, 74]. The Proteobacteria population is also character-
ized by a high replication rate in the infant gut [75], and
rapidly expands in response to diverse stimuli [76]. The
different growth rates among the four phyla may be
attributed to lysogeny occurring more frequently in Firmi-
cutes and Proteobacteria, although this needs to be further
evaluated in a large-scale study.

The Microviridae and Inoviridae families are thought to
undergo lysogeny [77], but were not observed among
commensal lysogens in this study. Because nucleotide
composition patterns of these families were weakly similar
to those of their host genome [32], our detection strategy
was unlikely to capture genomic sequences of single-
stranded DNA phages. Particularly, Microviridae are lar-
gely detected in the mammalian digestive system [5], con-
tributing to community changes of the human gut virome
[51]. Considering that members of Bacteroidetes are the
candidate hosts of Microviridae [5], the actual fraction of
Bacteroidetes lysogens is thought to be underestimated.

The current study revealed that active lysogens and
prophages predominate in the gut microbial community,
and strengthens the notion from the point of view of bac-
terial host that lysogeny is the main form of phage infection
among commensal bacteria in the mammalian gut. Fur-
thermore, this study showed that the bacteria-phage infec-
tion networks of lytic models such as Kill-the-Winner
dynamics [55, 78] are coupled with the high-density/high-
growth lysogeny of the Piggyback-the-Winner model [73]
to confer broad availability of bacterial hosts as well as the
benefits of lysogeny [64, 79, 80]. Using genome recovery
from metagenomic data, our findings expanded the knowl-
edge of lysogenic interactions between gut bacteria and
phages as well as unknown diversity of gut phages. Also,
our study elucidated that the activity of temperate phages is
not optional, but essential for the stability and maintenance
of bacterial populations in the gut. Since these relationships
have been conserved for a long evolutionary time, infor-
mation about the lysogenic infections of commensal bac-
teria can refine our knowledge of the underlying functions
of the gut microbiome, and help characterize what con-
stitutes a healthy gut microbiome. Future studies are needed
to address the ecological role of commensal lysogens and
phage generalists in gut microbial functions, and to assess
whether lysogenic infections can be used to manipulate gut
microbial homeostasis.
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